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Axiomatics and SailPoint: Integration for 
Zero Trust Access

Taking a siloed, manual approach to access management puts your organization at risk. Large enterprises need 
a comprehensive foundation of identity security with the ability to protect critical assets enterprise-wide. 

Customers leveraging the SailPoint IdentityIQ and Axiomatics’ dynamic authorization solution combine the 
benefits of an AI-driven identity management solution with the granularity of attribute-based access control 
(ABAC). This provides you with a security-by-design approach that is transparent, scalable across the largest 
enterprises, and empowers implementation of a successful Zero Trust strategy.

• Consider a variety of attributes to identify appropriate access and authorization, including role, 

location, time, and more

• Enable an adaptive approach to access control that meets the needs of today’s enterprise

• Apply contextual authorization policies to applications in real time

Modernize access control

• Ensure security policies are consistently enforced across the enterprise

• Build on role-based access control to consider a variety of attributes as your employee and 

customer base grows

• Enable development teams to infuse security into their application development process

Scale faster than business requirements

• Leverage signals from your identity sources to build dynamic Zero Trust access policies

• Continuously verify roles as part of a real-time authorization decision

• Put access control at the center of your Zero Trust security strategy

Deliver Zero Trust 

https://www.axiomatics.com/
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The ability to consider permissions and entitlements based on risk is a critical element of Zero Trust and must 
extend to both the organization’s most sensitive applications and data. The partnership between Axiomatics 
and Immuta provides organizations with a multi-layered, ABAC model for modern application development and 
big data architectures. This enables you to modernize your access control strategy, adopt real-time decisions 
for access requests, and provides a consistent approach to access control.

Identity and Runtime Authorization Equals 
Better Security

Process of how the integration enhances security
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User initiates the access to the resource.

The Axiomatics policy decision point (PDP) pulls user information from SailPoint IdenityIQ (who, what) 
and additional attributes from other sources (where, when, why, how).

Axiomatics reviews the information provided and compares against policy to make a decision (Policy 
Decision Point).

Decision is sent to the policy enforcement point (PEP - an application, microservice, API gateway, etc.) 
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SailPoint’s IdentityIQ software solution automates the management and control of the 
complex enterprise identity security challenge, securely delivering only the right access 
at exactly the right time. This autonomous approach helps organizations easily discover, 
manage, and secure all identities and their access to technology resources. This level of 
visibility is critical to confidently protecting the business from the risk imposed by the 
explosion in technology access.

Axiomatics’ authorization solution uses attribute-based access control (ABAC) to address 
enterprise application access challenges across on-premises, cloud or hybrid infrastructures. 
It allows for enterprise-wide rollout of ABAC, enabling organizations to manage access 
based on corporate access policies. Access decisions are made in real-time to ensure critical 
corporate applications, data and processes are only accessed in adherence to corporate 
policies that specify what a user has access to, how much access they have, when they get 
access and under what conditions.

The benefits to combining the capabilities of an autonomous identity management solution, including AI-
driven role-based access control (RBAC) processes, with the granularity of an ABAC solution bring intelligent, 
real-time and dynamic access controls to your organization. This provides you with a modern approach to 
access control that meets Zero Trust requirements. The consistent and unified identity to fine-grained access 
approach ultimately strengthens your security and compliance controls for both static and dynamic access 
requests. 

Deep experience fuels a modern approach to 
access control

https://www.axiomatics.com/


Axiomatics is the originator and leading provider of runtime, fine-grained authorization 
delivered with attribute-based access control (ABAC) for applications, data, APIs and 
microservices. The company’s Orchestrated Authorization strategy enables enterprises to 
effectively and efficiently connect Axiomatics’ award-winning authorization platform to critical 
security implementations, such as Zero Trust or identity-first security. The world’s largest 
enterprises and government agencies continually depend on Axiomatics’ award-winning 
authorization platform to share sensitive, valuable and regulated digital assets – but only to 
authorized users and in the right context. 

To learn more please visit our website or follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube. To 
request a demo, contact us.

About

About

SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise 
security starts and ends with identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and secure 
identities today has moved well beyond human capacity. Harnessing the power of our deep 
expertise combined with machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform delivers 
the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—matching the 
scale, velocity, and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented enterprise. SailPoint’s 
intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions put identity security at the core of digital 
business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations across the globe to 
build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s most pressing threats. More 
information is available at sailpoint.com.
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